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You say Spoiled like it's a bad thing. Sixteen-year-old Molly Dix has just discovered that her

biological father is Brick Berlin, world-famous movie star and red-carpet regular. Intrigued (and a

little) terrified by her Hollywood lineage, Molly moves to Los Angeles and plunges headfirst into the

deep of Beverly Hills celebrity life. Just as Molly thinks her life couldn't get any stranger, she meets

Brooke Berlin, her gorgeous, spoiled half sister, who welcomes Molly to la-la land with a smothering

dose "sisterly love"...but in this town, nothing is ever what it seems. Set against a world of

Redbull-fuelled stylists, tiny tanned girls, popped-collar guys, and Blackberry-wielding publicists,

Spoiled is a sparkling debut from the writers behind the viciously funny celebrity blog

GoFugYourself.com.
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I've been reading the authors' fashion blog ([...]) since it began 7 years ago, so was ridiculously

excited to have this book arrive in the mail. It's pretty fun YA fare with lots of great celebrity/fashion

references. I am actually hoping there is a sequel since I think this could make a really fun series. I



appreciated that the characters acted like teens although they also grew as individuals. I read this

by the pool on a wedding weekend trip and it was the perfect accompaniment to sunblock and white

wine!

Such a fun beach read. The Fug Girls have written a wonderfully soapy, fun story. I definitely

recommend to anyone looking for a little escape this summer.

A thoroughly enjoyable Hollywood romp. I'm a fan of the Fug Girls (authors) and this novel delivers

on the entertainment. Don't think of it as food for thought, it's more like 'chewing gum for the eyes'.

Great weekend/beach reading.

I really enjoyed this novel by the "Go Fug Yourself" ladies. As an avid reader of their blog this book

didn't disappoint! The same witty words and thoughts can be found through out. (My only

disappointment was when I finished the book and couldn't carry on reading!) This book isn't the kind

of novel that will change lives or make it to the "classics" section at your local book shop but it is a

great bit of fun and I recommend highly to all with a sense of humour, fashion and fun.

i really loved this book and i hope that they come out with a spoiled two . in this story molly dix is a

ordinary girl from illinois until she finds out her dad is world famous super star brick berlin. when

mollys mother dies she moves out with her father and meets her new half sister brooke , but from

the get go molly can tell brooke is being fake. that is all that i am going to say in this review. if you

want to know more buy the book!

If you are looking for a delish little nugget of a book to kick off your summer, I highly recommend

Spoiled. I've been a fan of the Fug Girls for quite a while and this book is clearly their sassy little

love child! I was constantly laughing and throughly enjoyed sitting outside with a wine glass in hand

and devouring this book every afternoon after work. Start to finish, it was fun, funny and Smart.

Love! Can't wait for the next one.

Love the gofugyourself website so decided to read their debut novel as well. LOVED it for what it is;

very light reading with lots of humorous snark. This is not Anna Karenina; it is just fun. Perfect for a

commute or a lazy Saturday or a beach read. The true test of a good book, even light fiction like this

- I have re-read it too many times to count!



At first when I started this book and after the first few chapters or so I was BORED. I really wanted

to switch to another book because I thought this would be makeup related. The book picked up right

after that though and I am very glad I read it. I'm buying Messy next!!
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